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Injectivity of ReLU networks

Layerwise injectivity

In the limit                          with                                      , let                                                   . Thresholds  ?

Sharp transition ? 

➢ General weights:                is necessary and sufficient [Puthawala &al ’22].

➢ Injectivity for “generic networks ”: random weights                                      .

When is a ReLU neural network an injective function ? 



➢                       is a random n-dimensional subspace of          . 

➢             is the (nonconvex) cone of vectors in          with less than n positive coordinates.

Injectivity and random geometry

❖ Cover’s theorem [Cover ‘65] :                       if              .

❖ Union bound over the orthants in            :                      if                 .

❖ Explicit certificate for non-injectivity:                      if               .

[Puthawala&al ’22, Paleka ‘21]

First bounds

Theorem :

Idea: Quotient  , with                                and           are positive on the same set of coordinates. 

is injective                 there is no                 with less than n positive coordinates.is linear on each a.s.



Approach from integral geometry
Details in [Paleka ’21, Clum ‘22]

Theorem: Only       that agrees with        on convex cones is 

0

not convex

Spherical cinematic 
formulas [Schneider 

& Weil ‘08] 

i.       is a finite union of convex cones  ✓

ii.  

Excursion sets of Gaussian random fields [Adler&Taylor ‘07]

Kinematic Crofton formula [Amelunxen &al ‘13]: estimate                                     for C a convex cone

Idea : Use                                                           as a surrogate for                       .

: random n-dimensional 

subspace of          . 



Physics point of view

“Gardner-Derrida” perceptron
cf. also [Franz & al ’17], [Urbani ‘18]

Injectivity                 Property of the GS of a spherical perceptron (F-RSB phase)

Free entropy

Ground-state energy

RSB strategy

“Injectivity thresholds in the k-RSB approximation”



replica symmetry breaking theory

Parisi PDE

Zero-temperature scalings

Finite-temperature 
Parisi formula

Zero-temperature Parisi PDE 

Discretization in a “k-RSB-like” ansatz



Algorithmic solution to F-RSB equations at T = 0

❖ Fast gaussian convolutions using DFT 
and Shannon-Whittaker interpolation

❖ Scales very well: ~5 minutes with k = 
200 on a standard desktop GPU. 

Discretization of the Parisi 
PDE in a “k-RSB-like” ansatz



Results of replica symmetry breaking theory

Ground state energy

Gordon’s minimax 
theorem [Gordon ‘85]  

Similar to the proof of the RS upper bound for the Gardner capacity in the negative perceptron [Stojnic ‘13]

Theorem: 

Full-RSB conjecture

Lower bound from RS solution at T > 0  :

Proof would require showing RS in the high-
temperature phase 

Injectivity 
criterion



Summary & outlook

❖ Euler characteristic surrogate provably wrong ! 

❖ Stability : Lipschitz constant of           for                          ?

❖ Deep net:                               is enough for depth              .  . [Paleka ‘21]  Is this tight ? Geometry of the image of the network ? 

Expansivity thresholds for the injectivity of a random ReLU layer

THANK YOU !

Cover’s Thm

Explicit certificate

Union bound

Non-injective w.h.p. (conj.) Injective w.h.p. (conj.)

RS lower 
bound

Non-injective 
w.h.p.

Injective w.h.p.

Gordon’s 
theorem

Euler 
characteristic 
surrogate

Large deviations of sublevel sets of the perceptron 
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